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Wood for its specific charateristics (workability, elasticity, high flexural strength, good
resistance to compression) is widely used in building constructions; for this reason, timber
has long been used as material for architecture in all regions in which it turns out to be an
available resource.
Before XIX century, timber construction and building technology were based on tradition
and experience. Designs and methods of construction depended on different conditions,
first of all on the availability of building materials and tools. Building shapes and techniques
were also determined by habits, climate, and cultural characteristics.
Industrialisation in the XIX century had induced development in vernacular wooden
architecture, leading to development in wooden construction. Even though industrialisation
supplanted conventional building techniques, traditional construction influences are still
evident in modern timber buildings.
This thesis deals with light-weight wood constructions; in particular it investigated in the
innovation process of wooden components and joining systems, that took place in Europe
and United States between XIX and XX century.
Researches started from the analysis of the developments in wooden joints and fastener
systems, pointed out which were the main factors that allowed innovations in wood
construction tecnologies. Different needs and economic conditions during the years, the
discovery of a new wood product (Glulam) at the beginning of the last century, innovation
in production process during all the XX century, brought to an evolution in wood joining
methods and new metal fasteners, having different shapes and characteristics.
The thesis had been possible thanks to an unconventional research method. In fact,
because of the lack of information in architectural history books, the main sources were
patents and historic documents. The patents of different metal connectors for joining wood,
found out on EPO website (European Patent Office) and Google Patent, had been
selected, catalogued and placed on a timeline to have an overall view of innovation.

The first part of the thesis hightlights the main innovations of wooden structures and their
connection systems between the last two centuries, describing which aspects had
contributed to the whole tecnological innovation process.

The second part analyzes the different types of metal connectors, identified thanks to
patents, which have enabled the development of new wooden structures from the early
decades of XIX century.

Both sections show European development in wood joining methods. There are
sometimes focuses on American wooden construction systems, in case they have been
produced later indirect innovations in Europe.
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